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Abstract The objective of this study is to present a
relatively simple method to reconstruct cerebral aneurysms
as 3D numerical grids. The method accurately duplicates
the geometry to provide computer simulations of the blood
flow. Initial images were obtained by using CT angiography
and 3D digital subtraction angiography in DICOM format.
The image was processed by using MIMICS software, and
the 3D fluid model (blood flow) and 3D solid model (wall)
were generated. The subsequent output was exported to the
ANSYS workbench software to generate the volumetric mesh
for further hemodynamic study. The fluid model was defined
and simulated in CFX software while the solid model was
calculated in ANSYS software. The force data calculated
firstly in the CFX software were transferred to the ANSYS
software, and after receiving the force data, total mesh
displacement data were calculated in the ANSYS software.
Then, the mesh displacement data were transferred back to
the CFX software. The data exchange was processed in
workbench software. The results of simulation could be
visualized in CFX-post. Two examples of grid reconstruction
and blood flow simulation for patients with internal carotid
artery aneurysms were presented. The wall shear stress, wall
total pressure, and von Mises stress could be visualized. This
method seems to be relatively simple and suitable for direct
use by neurosurgeons or neuroradiologists, and maybe a
practical tool for planning treatment and follow-up of
patients after neurosurgical or endovascular interventions
with 3D angiography.
Keywords Hemodynamics . Fluid–solid interaction (FSI) .
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Introduction
The flow dynamics plays an important role in the initiation,
growth, and rupture of cerebral aneurysms [12, 17].
Because of technical factors, most works related to the
intra-aneurysmal hemodynamics have largely focused on
idealized aneurysm geometry or surgically created aneur-
ysms in animals. In vitro studies have allowed a very
detailed measurement of hemodynamic variables but are of
limited value in understanding the hemodynamic forces in
an individual clinical case. Current technology cannot
provide analogous information in vivo through either
invasive or noninvasive measurements. Wall shear stress
(WSS) is a flow-induced stress that can be described as the
frictional force of viscous blood. According to the
mechanics of the materials, the maximum shear stress
safety tool is based on the maximum shear stress failure
theory for ductile materials. The theory states that a
particular combination of principal WSSs causes failure if
the maximum shear equals or exceeds a specific shear limit.
Furthermore, von Mises stress (VMS, also called equivalent
stress) is often used in design work because it allows any
arbitrary 3D stress state to be represented as a single
positive stress value. Equivalent stress is part of the
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maximum equivalent stress failure theory used to predict
yielding in a ductile material.
The direct stress measurements in cerebral aneurysmal
patients are not available. Though in vivo measurements
of the 3D velocity field and WSS have become possible
with the development of phase-contrast magnetic reso-
nance velocimetry for large and simple arteries like the
aorta or the carotid bifurcation, phase-contrast magnetic
resonance velocimetry cannot be applied in calculating
the spatial distribution of the WSS in small and tortuous
vessels like the intracranial arteries. The other clinical
technique for assessing flow velocities, specifically
sonography, is unable to provide access to flow values
in the basilar artery or in the vertebral arteries immedi-
ately proximal to their junction. Therefore, researchers
have turned to computational fluid dynamic (CFD)
simulations to gain a better understanding of the intra-
aneurysmal hemodynamics.
Computational-based models provide an attractive meth-
od of investigating intra-aneurysmal flow dynamics by
providing the ability to theoretically model and study any
possible geometry [7, 16]. Until recently, most computa-
tional studies have been performed on the specific patient
geometry and to connect specific hemodynamic factors to
clinical events allowing statistical analysis in a patient
population [2]. These analyses have been done on a variety
of assumptions used in modeling including laminar flow,
Newtonian properties of fluids, and rigid wall. Actually, the
wall of vessels and aneurysms were elastic; effect of
pulsatile motion of the wall may be important for the
accurate determination of intra-aneurysmal flow patterns,
and the material failure rates in CFD models incorporating
the mechanical properties of walls may also be important
for the rupture of aneurysms, so the fluid–solid interaction
(FSI) should be considered. In this work, we describe the
method to analyze the complex interaction of blood flow
and the compliant aneurysmal wall, so the results of intra-
aneurysmal hemodynamics were more realistic.
Mathematical model
Fluid model
The blood flow was assumed to be laminar and Newtonian.
The incompressible Navier–Stokes equations were used as the
governing equations which are suitable for problemswith FSI.
r  u ¼ 0
@u @t= þ ðu ugÞ  ru ¼ rp=rf þ nΔu ð1Þ
where ρf is the fluid density, u is the fluid velocity vector and
is the moving coordinate velocity, respectively. In the
Arbitrary Lagrangian Eulerian (ALE) formulation [18],
u−ug is the relative velocity of the fluid with respect to the
moving coordinate velocity, and τ is the deviatoric stress
tensor. Blood is modeled to have a density ρf=1,053 kg/m
3.
Solid model
The governing equation for the solid domain is the
momentum conservation equation given by Eq. 2. In
contrast to the ALE formulation of the fluid equations, a
Lagrangian coordinate system is adopted [18]:
rss ¼ rs ds ð2Þ
where ρs is the solid density, σs is the solid stress tensor,
and

ds is the local acceleration of the solid. The artery wall
was assumed to be hyperelastic, isotropic, incompressible,
and homogeneous with a density ρs=1,050 kg/m
3.
Fluid–structure interaction model
The boundary conditions on the FSI interfaces state that (1)
displacements of the fluid and solid domain must be
compatible, (2) tractions at these boundaries must be at
equilibrium, and (3) fluid obeys the no-slip condition.
These conditions are given in Eq. 3:
ds ¼ df
ss  bns ¼ sf  bnf
ds ¼ df
ð3Þ
where d, σ, and bn are displacements, stress tensors, and
boundary normals with the subscripts f and s indicating a
property of the fluid and solid, respectively. The 3D
hyperelastic M-R model was used to describe the material
properties of the artery wall [18].
Numerical methods
CT angiography
CT angiography (CTA) (Fig. 1) was done by using a helical
CT scanner (LightSpeed Plus-U, GE Medical Systems) with
multidetector-row capability. The data were obtained by
using a section thickness of 0.625 mm and a table speed of
9 mm/s (120 kV, 315 mA). Zero-degree table and gantry tilt
were used. Sections in DICOM format were acquired with a
512×512 matrix. Scanning was started at the C1 level and
continued cranially parallel to orbitomeatal line to the skull
vertex during the intravenous injection of contrast material
at a rate of 3.5 mL/s.
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Rotational digital subtraction angiography
We obtained 3D datasets (LCV Plus, GE Medical Systems)
from rotational series. The images with a matrix size of
512×512 pixels were acquired. All the images were
immediately transferred to a workstation (Advantage Unix,
GE Medical Systems) for volume rendering. A 3D
reconstruction algorithm based on the algebraic reconstruc-
tion technique was used to digitally produce 3D digital
subtraction angiography (DSA) images (Fig. 2) on the
workstation, and the 3D project was transformed into
DICOM file with a section thickness of 0.2 mm.
Reconstruction of carotid artery aneurysms
The digital images and the respective files obtained so far
could be directly imported by MIMICS software (V10.0,
Belgium Materialise Company) to reconstruct a 3D project.
The luminal surface of blood vessels was extracted from
them in the format suitable for import by grid generators.
The main role of the MIMICS was to define the region
of interest (ROI) (Fig. 3) and to extract the luminal vascular
surface from the 3D raster gray-scale image obtained at the
previous stage. Using the REMESH command in MIMICS,
we can make mesh optimization for CFD analysis and then
export the file. The procedure was fully automatic. The
fluid model (blood flow) and solid model (wall) were
generated. The output file could be converted into Initial
Graphics Exchange Specification (IGES) file by the
commercial finite element package ANSYS workbench
(V11.0, ANSYS, Inc., USA) as geometry input format in
most modern commercial grid generators.
Grid generator
The next stage was volume grid generation. The workbench
software was used to divide fluid model into tetrahedral
cells (tetrahedral grids are widely used in CFD for
computational models of complex shape) (Fig. 4a). The
elements chosen for the solid model were a four-node linear
quadrilateral shell element and a four-node linear triangular
shell element (Fig. 4b).
The number of grid nodes was chosen as a reasonable
compromise between better accuracy and shorter computa-
tional time of subsequent simulations. Mesh independence
was performed in order to determine the optimum number
of elements. In order to gain confidence in the mesh size of
fluid model, the number of elements was incrementally
increased and the peak wall stress was computed. The
optimum mesh size was determined once the peak stress
did not increase by more than 5%.
Solver
The fully coupled fluid and solid models were solved by
the ANSYS workbench. The finite element method (FEM)
is used to solve the governing equations in which the ALE
algorithm was used. The fluid domain employs special
flow-condition-based interpolation (FCBI) tetrahedral ele-
ments. We have used the formulation with large displace-
ments and small strains in the FSI calculation available in
ANSYS workbench. As iteration, we used full Newton
method with a maximum of 140 iterations in each time step
of 0.025 s. A sparse matrix solver based on Gaussian
elimination is used for solving the system. The relative
tolerance for all degrees of freedom was set to 0.001. The
force data calculated firstly in the CFX software were
transferred via the workbench software to ANSYS soft-
Fig. 2 3D-DSA image of a cervical internal carotid artery aneurysm
Fig. 1 CTA of an internal carotid artery paraclinoid aneurysm and an
anterior communicating artery aneurysm
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ware, and after receiving the force data, total mesh
displacement data were calculated in ANSYS software.
Then, the mesh displacement data from the ANSYS
software were transferred via the workbench software to
CFX software. When all the iterations were converged, the
results could be visualized in CFX-post.
The workstation used is based on an Intel Xeon(TM)
dual core 64 bits processor of 3.0 GHz clock speed, 2.0 GB
RAM memory and running on Microsoft Windows XP
operating system. The simulation time for one FSI case
based on three consecutive pulsatile flow cycles employing
150 time iterations was approximately 12 Central Process-
ing Unit (CPU) hours.
Results
As seen in Fig. 5, the WSS, wall total pressure, blood
streamline, VMS and total mesh displacement are presented
in the computation. The aneurysm wall served as an obstacle
decelerating the entering stream (diminishing its velocity)
and deflecting it along the wall. This was accompanied by a
persisting local fluid-induced WSS maximum in the area hit
by the stream. The distribution of total pressure is similar
with WSS. The distribution of VMS (Fig. 5e) is complex and
completely different with WSS (Fig. 5b), but the VMS
distribution is nearly proportion to the total mesh displace-
ment distribution (Fig. 5f).
Figure 6 shows data from a patient with a cervical
internal carotid artery aneurysm and illustrates the compu-
tational results as Fig. 5.
Discussion
The method for anatomic reconstruction of cerebral vessels
should work for a broad spectrum of medical image
obtained from all currently available modalities of cerebral
Fig. 4 Grid of fluid model (a) and solid model (b) in WORKBENCH software
Fig. 3 Region of interest was defined (a CTA; b 3D-DSA) in MIMICS software
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Fig. 5 Computations for the aneurysm model with CTA image. a The
image of the model before deformation. b The contour of the WSS of
the model after deformation. The red region means high stress, the
blue region means low stress. c The contour of the wall's total pressure
of the model after deformation. The yellow region means high
pressure, the blue region means low pressure. d The streamline of
the model after deformation; most of the blood flow into the aneurysm
and then flow out of the aneurysm after a couple of vortices were
developed. e The image of VMS after deformation. The yellow region
means high stress, the blue region means low stress. f The image of
the wall's total mesh displacement after deformation. The red region
means high mesh displacement, the blue region means low mesh
displacement
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angiography such as noninvasive screening CTA, which
can sometimes replace 3D-DSA in diagnosing intracranial
aneurysms [1]. Therefore, our approach was general. It
worked with any 3D image data in DICOM format as the
source of original information, and it could produce grid
output for virtually any commercial CFD software.
The 3D image data in DICOM format could be imported
by MIMICS software. Therefore, in MIMICS software we
directly manipulated the original source output of the
angiography machines without any modifications and used
it to extract the luminal surface. This approach substantially
contributed to the simplicity and stability of operations and
minimized possible errors of image interpolation.
Direct 3D segmentation inMIMICS software is simple and
fully automatic and requires minimal effort. The average time
of image segmentation from DSAs or CTAs into luminal
surface meshes (Standard Template Library files) is about
40 min. The resulting surface meshes from densely sampled
high-spatial-resolution data (e.g., DSA images) are of high
quality. They need no or only minor manipulations in the
mesh generator before volume mesh generation (which is an
automatic procedure). Sparsely sampled objects (e.g., mag-
netic resonance angiography images) have lower spatial
resolution and therefore result in a lower quality surface
mesh. These need more effort from the examiner to remove
image artifacts and to repair and smooth the surface mesh
before tetrahedral mesh generation [11]. Future advances in
angiographic technology to further improve DSA and CTA
image quality will certainly simplify and improve the
accuracy of luminal surface segmentation.
3D images are manually optimized to define the vascular
luminal surface before volume grid generation. Therefore,
Fig. 6 Computations for the aneurysm model with 3D-DSA image. a
The contour of the WSS of the model after deformation. The red
region means high stress, the blue region means low stress. b The
contour of the wall's total pressure of the model after deformation. The
yellow region means high pressure, the blue region means low
pressure. c The streamline of the model after deformation. Most of
the blood flow into the aneurysm and then flow out of the aneurysm
after a couple of vortices were developed. d The image of wall VMS
after deformation. The yellow region means high stress, the blue
region means low stress
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correction for the penumbra effect (unsharpness of edge
determination due to diminished contrast resolution as the
luminal vascular boundary is approached) is operator
dependent with this method.
Our experience with segmentation in MIMICS software
was that combined manual segmentation and automatic
segmentation were very important. Sometimes false com-
munications (e.g., between small arteries and an aneurysm)
may arise, we can use manual segmentation to eliminate
such false connections, and in most times automatic
segmentation could be simple and saves much time.
The choice of ROI primarily depends on the examining
physician. How far is the inflow and outflow boundaries
depends on our knowledge of incompressible fluid dynam-
ics, so we should solicit help from a fluid dynamics
specialist to learn about the possible strong fluid dynamic
effects proximal and distal to the aneurysm; such effects are
due to factors such as severe arterial curvature, which may
cause large secondary flows. The inflow boundary should
be set within unidirectional fluid flow without any vortices
or secondary flows.
Special attention should be paid to cutting out ROI and
downsizing the image. Minimization of the ROI is important
to decrease computational time (for both grid generation and
computation itself), making it easy to finish the patient-
specific image processing and computational procedure in a
short time as soon as possible. Nevertheless, these consid-
erations about the possible influence of inflow–outflow
boundaries on the results should be always kept in mind.
Applications of CFD as an assisting tool for studying
patient-specific hemodynamics are becoming more practi-
cal. Several clinical applications of CFD in cerebral
aneurysms of real patients have been described [2, 13,
14]. Detection of the rupture area of intracranial aneurysms
before surgery is important for every neurosurgeon.
Although somewhat simplistic modeling that assumes rigid
vessel walls may be promising for this purpose in some
cases because of the relatively simple CFD technique and
short computational time. However, the FSI model is more
realistic than the rigid model. In our experience, when the
size of an aneurysm is less than 1 cm, the whole
computational analysis lasted an average of approximately
8 h, which makes it possible to treat patients the same day
as an acute hemorrhage. Because most ruptured aneurysms
are small aneurysms, this method could provide CFD
results before surgery.
WSS is a flow-induced stress that can be described as the
frictional force of viscous blood. Recent studies have
indicated the involvement of WSS in the formation of
saccular cerebral aneurysms [9]. Hassan et al. [8] found that
the ruptured area of the aneurysms geographically corre-
sponded to the area in which the bloodstream entering the
aneurysm hit its wall. This area also corresponded to
relatively high pressure- and fluid-induced WSS in the
aneurysms. This finding would not have been possible
without angiographic or operative confirmation. In general,
when a blood jet impinges on an aneurysm wall, there is a
stagnation point at which the pressure is maximal but WSS
is zero. Around this localized high-pressure spot is a large
area of highWSS caused by the bloodstream turning along the
aneurysmal wall; this is where rupture happens. Tateshima et
al. [17] found that the bleb of an aneurysm is exposed to a
shear stress higher than that of any other measured point.
WSS is a dynamic frictional force induced by a viscous fluid
moving along a surface of solid material. The endothelium
regulates local vascular tone by releasing vasodilator and
vasoconstrictor substances. It is sensitive to changes in
oscillating WSS, which has a stronger biologic influence on
vessels by impinging on various endothelial functions than
direct mechanical force [10, 15]. Increased WSS is regarded
as a major factor in the development and growth of cerebral
aneurysms. Increased WSS caused by increased flow
velocity stimulates the release of endothelium-derived
nitrous oxide, which is known as a strong vasodilator and
also is a potential factor in arterial wall degeneration [6].
Therefore, a local increase in WSS may cause local dilatation
and degeneration of arterial walls.
The von Mises criterion is a formula for calculating
whether the stress combination at a given point will cause
failure. If the VMS exceeds the yield stress, then the
material is considered to be at the failure condition. So the
VMS may be an idea parameter to predict the rupture of
aneurysms. No report about the use of VMS in intracranial
aneurysms had been found; however, VMS has been
studied as a potential predictor of abdominal aortic
aneurysm (AAA) rupture. The VMS acting on the wall of
an aneurysm are highly dependent on the shape of the
specific AAA [21]. Therefore, AAAs with equivalent
diameters and pressures could have largely different actual
stress distributions. It is clear that, like the “maximum
diameter criterion”, the Law of Laplace cannot effectively
describe an aneurysm's risk of rupture on a patient-specific
basis. More recently, the use of peak wall stress as a
potential predictor of AAA rupture was explored [19].
Fillinger et al. [4] found that the peak wall stress for AAAs
which either ruptured or were symptomatic was signifi-
cantly greater than that for electively repaired AAAs. In a
subsequent study [5], this same group concluded that peak
wall stress is a superior measure than maximum diameter
for predicting patients with an unfavorable outcome. A
more recent study found similar results while also showing
that the location of AAA rupture correlated with the
location of peak wall stress [20] In addition, DiMartino et
al. [3] have recently shown that the strength of an AAA
wall from ruptured AAAs is significantly less than that for
electively repaired AAAs. Taken alone, much like the peak
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wall stress correlation to rupture risk, this data might
suggest that AAA wall strength on its own is predictive of
an aneurysm rupture. However, based on the principles of
material failure, consideration of neither AAA wall stress
nor wall strength alone is sufficient to assess rupture
potential, but rather knowledge of both is necessary.
Model validation is an essential component of CFD
simulation work. Comparing fluid dynamic data from
laboratory and clinical studies with simulations should not
be neglected. This is especially important for patient-
specific analysis in which faithful representation of the
geometry is required to achieve meaningful results. We had
taken a model validation by measuring the velocity of
aneurysm and parent artery with intraoperative microvas-
cular Doppler ultrasonography; these results will be
published in our other papers.
Any simulation study is based on a number of
simplifying assumptions such as considering blood as a
Newtonian fluid, neglecting effect of gravity and position,
and others. The validity of these assumptions seems to
be of secondary importance compared with the influ-
ence of the geometry; these are the most important
factors for predicting possible aneurysmal growth and
rupture.
Furthermore, it is well known that the aneurysm wall is
significantly thinner than that of the connecting branch
vessels. In the future, we plan to increase the length of the
inlet and outlet branches to minimize their effect on the
computed solution and also include a variable arterial wall
thickness in the simulations.
Conclusion
We sought a practical method that neurosurgeons or
neuroendovascular surgeons could use for CFD analysis.
In this numerical simulation model, the geometry of
patient-specific aneurysms has been simplified in order to
decrease the computational time; however, the essential
elastic feature of vessel and aneurysm has been considered
through the FSI. Patient-specific computer modeling,
combined with information from other imaging modalities,
may provide important insight into flow dynamics before
and after surgical or endovascular treatment. Future
analyses will address the effects of wall pressure and wall
material non-uniformities on the shear stress development.
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Comments
Nobutaka Kawahara, Yokohama, Japan
Analysis of cerebral aneurysm by computer fluid dynamics
simulation is an emerging field of research, which may be partly due
to availability of various commercial software for workstations. Such
analysis would provide insight into aneurysmal formation, growth,
and rupture. In particular, a recent study suggested that lower, not
higher, wall shear stress would induce endothelial degeneration, which
may lead to growth of aneurysm.
In this paper, the authors presented a simple method to combine
fluid and wall (solid) models to assess wall shear stress. Most of the
previous studies assume that the arterial or aneurysmal wall is rigid,
not compliant, so that the wall movement is neglected. This is largely
due to unknown factors and properties of individual arterial wall
(young elastic wall vs. aged atherosclerotic wall). In this manuscript,
the authors have made several assumptions on the wall properties and
incorporated fluid–solid interaction in the simulated model. This
approach is certainly an advancement in this field; however, we
should keep in mind that the wall properties would change from time
to time when the wall is extended during pulsation, which is not
considered in the current model. Further theoretical progress is
expected to solve this issue.
Aneurysmal computer fluid and/or solid dynamic simulation would
certainly provide us new insight on the natural history of aneurysms.
Such approach would in turn lead to more valid assessments of
treatment strategies.
Gerasimos Baltsavias and Anton Valavanis, Zurich, Switzerland
Xu bai-nan et al. in their paper present a method to reconstruct
cerebral aneurysms as 3D numerical grids aiming to the accurate
duplication of the aneurysm geometry and providing computer
simulations of the blood flow. In addition, they tried to develop a
method to analyze the interaction of blood flow with an elastic rather
than rigid arterial wall model. As they state, when the size of an
aneurysm is less than 1 cm, the whole computational analysis lasted
on average approximately 8 h.
We certainly agree that the development of appropriate computational
qualitative and quantitative simulations of flow dynamics and custom
models for intracranial aneurysms in combination with further under-
standing of their biology may offer considerable benefits in the future
management of this disease. This is becoming more evident if we
consider the increasing number of unruptured aneurysms that we face in
daily practice. The depiction of relevant parameters in individual
aneurysms will enhance our ability to predict aneurysm rupture.
Computer simulation may help us in advancing our understanding
of hemodynamic stress and the pathophysiology of brain vascular
disease. Further steps are certainly necessary and soon it will be
possible to add more pieces in the puzzle, as patient-specific wall
motion through high-resolution noninvasive imaging techniques,
details about wall anomalies, etc.
In this process there are two points (with a common actual
background) that we should emphasize.
The first point is related to the rapid progress of our capacity to
develop new scientific fields and tools, the increasing subspecializa-
tion of knowledge, and our objectively limited individual ability to
stay up to date with this progress. There is no doubt that for the vast
majority of clinicians, several concepts, methods and tools described
in the paper are unknown and more important; the exact appreciation
of the significance of some assumptions inherent to such processes is
difficult. This emphasizes the need for substantial and effective
interdisciplinary communication and leads us to the second point.
As the authors correctly pointed out, any simulation study is based
on a number of simplifying assumptions, such as considering blood as
a Newtonian fluid, neglecting effect of gravity and position, and
others. Moreover, several steps of the simulation process, as once
again the authors noticed, are subject to several artificial limitations or
represent a result of compromise between several factors (as number
of grid nodes) or are operator dependent (as the correction for the
penumbra effect or the choice of ROI). These are some of the weak
points of the method as in any scientific method and perhaps not the
most important. Actually, I do not agree that the influence of geometry
is the most important factor for predicting possible aneurysmal growth
and rupture, as the authors state. In the kingdom of biology, geometry
cannot be the king. It can be a significant or very crucial factor
especially in some cases, but clinicians should not underestimate the
fact that we are talking about tissues, cells, and molecules and not just
about tubes, Newtonian or non-Newtonian fluids, or mechanics. An
artery wall is a living, layered, continuously pulsating, and continu-
ously remodeled tissue, interacting with the flowing blood and its
molecules but also with the surrounding CSF, arachnoid chordae and
membranes, brain parenchyma, bone and dura matter, carrying or not
an inherited defect and influenced or not by systemic diseases (as
hypertension) to mention just few of the aspects of this issue and
neglect the diseased aneurysmatic wall. This wall is an innervated
tissue with still many unknown aspects and functions. I am wondering
how such a complex reality and multifactorial interaction can be
represented in a simplifying computer model. Any progress, either in
vitro experiments or in computer simulations or other, is welcomed
with the caveat that we bear in mind the general frame of the reality
we are dealing with.
Ralf Alfons Kockro, Zurich, Switzerland
Interdisciplinary collaboration may lead to valuable findings and
concepts as it is magnificently demonstrated by this paper. The
authors report on the use of algorithms of CFD in particular,
considering the elasticity of aneurysm walls to simulate and three-
dimensionally visualize blood flow, shear stress, and aneurysm wall
pressure. Two patient-specific examples of ICA aneurysms are
illustrated. The results illustrate that computer modeling based on
patient-specific vascular imaging data has the potential to provide
important and accurate information about flow dynamics and
structural properties of vessel walls before and after surgical or
endovascular treatment especially in cases of unruptured aneur-
ysms. The understanding of flow dynamics is likely to be a decisive
factor in the prediction of aneurysm growth, deformation and
chance of rupture, and this information is enormously important for
the establishment of timelines and strategies of treatment planning.
Structural imaging and computational physics complement and
enhance each other and offer the potential to simulate and predict
tissue deformation and mechanical behavior and therefore signifi-
cantly push the boundaries of current static structural visualization.
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